DRYWALL TAPE

FibaFuse® MAX
Reinforced Paperless
Drywall Tape

Reinforced, patented design provides
added strength in multiple directions

FibaFuse® MAX is an innovative, reinforced
paperless drywall tape designed for professional
renovators and re-modelers. The porous design
allows compound to flow through the tape
for a stronger bond, eliminating bubbles and blisters. The blue reinforcement layer
features a tri-directional construction that provides crack resistance in multiple
directions and prevents accidental tearing of the tape on inside corners. FibaFuse
MAX can be used in automatic taping tools or by hand on factory and butt-end
joints, inside corners and for patch and repair.

STRONGER than paper tape
MAXIMUM crack resistance

Patent # 8,795,808

FibaFuse MAX has the same open fiber
structure as original FibaFuse, which allows
the joint compound to flow through the tape,
combined with an added reinforcement layer,
creating a strong bond that dramatically
reduces the potential for cracks.

Reinforcement layer prevents accidental
tearing when used on inside corners

FEATURING
the same great benefits of original FibaFuse®
VERSATILE| Multiple application options - Automatic taping or hand tools
CONSISTENT| Will not blister or bubble
MOLD-RESISTANT| Naturally mold and mildew resistant
CERTIFIED| GREENGUARD [GOLD] - Scientifically proven to have low
chemical emissions making indoor air quality safer for all
PART #

ROLL SIZE

ROLL UPC

CASE QTY

CASE UPC

FDW9146-U

2-1/6˝ x 250'
52,4mm x 76,2m

038662949146

10

10038662949143
Made in USA

FibaFuse MAX FAQ
How is FibaFuse MAX different from the original FibaFuse?
FibaFuse MAX offers the same great benefits as the original FibaFuse with an
added reinforcement layer that provides crack resistance in multiple directions
and prevents the tape from accidental tearing when used on inside corners.

FibaFuse® is a registered
trademark of Saint-Gobain
ADFORS America, Inc.

How is FibaFuse MAX different from mesh drywall tapes?
FibaFuse MAX is a non-adhesive, glass mat drywall tape with an added
reinforcement layer that must be embedded into joint compound. Mesh drywall
tape is a self-adhesive fabric that applies directly to the drywall surface and is
then coated with joint compound.

How are FibaFuse paperless drywall tapes different from paper tape?
FibaFuse and FibaFuse MAX feature an open fiber construction that allows
compound to flow through the tape eliminating bubbles and blisters. Unlike paper
tape, FibaFuse products are naturally mold and mildew resistant.

SAINT-GOBAIN ADFORS
America, Inc.
1795 Baseline Road
Grand Island, NY 14072 - USA
Phone: 800-762-6694
Fax: 716-775-3902
www.adfors.com

What type of compound should be used with FibaFuse MAX?
FibaFuse MAX will work with any type of compound but we recommend using an
all-purpose, ready mix type.

Does it matter which way FibaFuse MAX is installed?
Yes, you must apply the blue layer facing the drywall when installing FibaFuse MAX.
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